
The Flags
‘Flags of Thanks’ is a collaborative art project led by Alabaré, as part 
of the 2019 Armed Forces Day celebrations hosted in Salisbury. 
The nation will be asked to create customised flags that reflect the 
gratitude and support for the Armed Forces Community, from those 
currently serving, to Veterans and cadets. They will then be displayed 
in a public exhibition during the event in June, in the City’s oldest 
Church, St Thomas’s.

Afterwards, the general public will be able to sponsor having a flag 
made into something meaningful or useful, such as a sleeping bag or 
quilt.  Your sponsorship will go towards Alabare’s work with homeless 
and vulnerable Veterans, whilst the converted flags will be gifted to 
residents of Alabare’s Homes for Veterans, as a gesture of support and 
community. Lt. Col. Neil Stace, also known as the Sewing Soldier, will 
be spearheading the project, running workshops and transforming the 
flags into quilts, sleeping bags and ponchos.

When your flag is complete, please post a photo of your creation and tag us on social media 
using the hashtag #FlagsOfThanks 

Please then send with your Return Form to:

FLAGS OF THANKS
Alabaré Christian Care and Support
Riverside House
2 Watt Road
Salisbury
SP2 7UD

It would be really lovely if you included a note as to who they are from and where, and any 
message you would like to share.  To ensure that we are able to include as many flags as possible, 
please make sure your flag has arrived by the 10th June 2019.

Deadline 10.06.2019

FLAGS OF THANKS
Armed Forces Day

St Thomas’s Church, Salisbury
24th - 30th June 2019

BBC’s Sewing Soldier, Lt Col Neil Stace

St Thomas’s Church, Salisbury

Making Your Flags
Anyone can make a flag from the experienced quilter and sewer to the creative novice who can 
use a pair of scissors and glue. The fabric flags can be either patchwork, appliqued, embroidered, 
drawn or painted with washable fabric ink or any combination of the above. Designs are to be 
military themed or literal messages of thankfulness.



A) Colour Palette – Use any colours but please incorporate into your design the traditional 
military colours of Navy Blue,  Air Force Blue and/or Army khaki /camouflage pattern. 

B) Size – Flag - 30cm x 30cm including binding
Ties - 10cm 

C) Theme – Gratitude, Armed Forces, ilitary, Army, Navy, 
Air Force, Marines etc.

D) Techniques – Patchwork, hand or machine embroidery, 
appliqué or painted. Remember that the flags can be seen 
from both sides and must be made from fabric, 
with very little wadding.

Design Guidelines

E) Fabric – Suitable fabric would be cotton, felt, cotton drill, twill - wadding 2oz polyester

F) Embellishments – While we welcome embellishments, we need the flags to be as light as 
possible, and preferably washable. (If we receive needlework of ultra-fine detail, we will look to 
have these framed as gifts instead after the exhibition).

Alabaré reserves the right to not display any items that it considers to be inappropriate. 

Whilst I have written the instructions I am not an expert quilter and I am sure there are 
many of you far more talented than me that will do things your own way. Please however 
keep to the size and the binding width; this will allow me to sew the flags together after they 
have been displayed to make larger quilts, ponchos or sleeping bags for the homeless Veterans 
in Alabaré’s care. Here are some examples I have made so far. 



Draw your design on a 30cm x 30cm piece of paper.

Please use your imagination.

In this example I have written TANK U in patchwork and 
used appliqué for the picture. 

Complete the quilt front.

In my example I used patchwork to make the TANK U.
I have made the tank from appliqué pieces but not sewn 
the pieces to the quilt top as I do this after making the quilt 
sandwich. 

Make the quilted flag front. 

For the tank I copied a picture from the internet, printed it 
out and cut it into suitable sized pieces to appliqué. 

Advanced Instructions
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Making the quilt 

Join the 3 layers together.

The wadding should be 2oz polyester.

The backing should be a medium weight drill/twill type material. 



I have held the 3 layers together using safety pins, but I 
know everyone has their own preferences.

Making the Binding

The binding will secure the 3 layers of the quilt and the 
ties will join the flags together when being displayed. 

I have used 25mm bias binding but I know many of you 
will make your own binding. If you use bias binding start 

by ironing it open.

Connect the top and bottom binding first. Lining the 
edge of the binding with the edge of the quilt sandwich.

I have used a seam allowance of 8mm.

Fold over binding and Iron flat.
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Now connect the side bindings in the same way including 
the extra 10 cm at the top and the bottom to make the 

ties. 

Sew the edges of the ties together. 

Topstitch along binding close to the edge, making sure you 
catch all layers, and backstitch at the beginning and end. 
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